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Rahul Sagar, Hindu Nationalists and the Cold War
Opposition—the ideas and policies of the Hindu Mahasabha, the Jan Sangh, and the Bharatiya Janata Party (bJP), which have
championed the cause of.
Upsurge of the Bharatiya Janata Party in India - The Cupola ...
6 Mar 2020 ... The BJP is influenced by the ideals of Hindu nationalism, and such ideals can be visible through the party's
responses to critical issues, ...
Hindu Nationalism and the Rise of BJP in India: A Critical Review
The National Congress has influenced till 1980s as a distinctive political party in Indian politics. After that for the first time BJP
emerged as political ...
The Rise of Hindu Nationalism and Its Regional and Global ...
India's largest political party, the Indian National Congress (INC), was founded shortly ... The BJP's central philosophy centers
on Hindu nationalism.
Hindu Nationalism and the Social Welfare Strategy | SpringerLink
The rise of Hindu nationalism has been one of the most significant ... of this political trend, the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP-Party of the Indian People) ...
How Hindu nationalism went mainstream in Modi's India
8 May 2019 ... But the militant Hindus who tore down the Babri Masjid, and their powerful political patrons from the Bharatiya
Janata party (BJP) and its ...
Bharatiya Janata Party | History, Ideology, & Beliefs | Britannica
23 Nov 2021 ... Bharatiya Janata Party, political party of postindependence India that advocated Hindutva, an ideology that
sought to define Indian culture ...
India's 2019 National Election and Implications for U.S. Interests
28 Jun 2019 ... The BJP is a Hindu nationalist party, born in 1980 of a larger social movement, ... the country's national political
stage, and possible.
The Rise of Populism: a Threat to Civil Society? - E-International ...
9 Feb 2020 ... Hindu nationalism, or Hindutva, the idea that Hindu people equate the nation, represents the dominant ideology
of the BJP. This populist ...
Girvin, B. (2020) From civic pluralism to ethnoreligious majoritarianism
20 Jan 2020 ... Keywords: state nationalism; Indian National Congress; Bharatiya Janata Party;. Hindu nationalism. Introduction:
state and majority ...
The Policy of the Bharatiya Janata Party, 1980 and 2008
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2019 Indian Elections Panel
India’s 17th national elections, which recorded the highest turnout since independence, returned Narendra Modi and the BJP to
power with an enhanced majority. What are the implications? The panelists debate. Pradeep Chhibber is a Professor and
Indo-American Chair in Indian Studies at the Institute for South Asia Studies at the University of California, Berkeley. He
studies party systems, party aggregation, and the politics of India. His research examines the relationship between social
divisions and party competition and conditions that lead to the emergence of national or regional parties in a nation-state. Sarah
Khan is Lecturer of Political Science at Yale. She researches gender and comparative politics, with a regional specialization in
South Asia. In her work, she studies gender gaps in political preferences, and the barriers to women’s political participation and
representation. Prerna Singh is Mahatma Gandhi Associate Professor of Political Science and International Studies at Brown
University. Singh’s research focuses on the improvement of human well-being, particularly as it relates to the promotion of
social welfare on the one hand, and to the mitigation of ethnic conflict and competition, on the other. Milan Vaishnav is a senior
fellow in the South Asia Program at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace in Washington, D.C. His primary research
focus is the political economy of India. Ashutosh Varshney is Sol Goldman Professor of International Studies and the Social
Sciences and Professor of Political Science at Brown University, where he also directs the Center for Contemporary South Asia.
His research and teaching cover three areas: Ethnicity and Nationalism; Political Economy of Development; and South Asian
Politics and Political Economy.
The Kashmir conflict, explained
Kashmir has a violent past that pre-dates the partition of India and Pakistan. The Kashmir conflict - explained. Subscribe to our
channel bit.ly/AJSubscribe Follow us on Twitter twitter.com/AJEnglish Find us on Facebook facebook.com/aljazeera Check
our website: aljazeera.com/ #AlJazeeraEnglish #Kashmir #KashmirConflict
Long-term Implications of India’s 2019 General Elections - Part 1 (6 Jun 2019)
About the Panel Discussion Held over six weeks, the Indian general elections concluded in May 2019 with a resounding victory
for the incumbent Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). As in 2014, the BJP turned the 2019 elections into a referendum on Prime
Minister Narendra Modi. However, unlike 2014, Modi did not primarily campaign on the issue of vikas (development) nor did
he focus much on his government’s track record. Instead, he emphasised, among other things, national security in the wake of
the Pulwama terror attack and the subsequent air strike on Pakistan. The 2019 elections campaign was also the most coarse and
personal in recent times. The panel will closely analyse the outcome of the elections and look ahead to several critical issues.
First, how will the new government engage with the region, particularly Pakistan and China, and the world? Second, what
direction will it take on the economy, especially on issues like job creation and the agrarian crisis? Third, what will be the
long-term implications of religious nationalism and intolerance on Indian democracy and secularism? Introductory Remarks
Ambassador Gopinath Pillai Chairman, Institute of South Asian Studies, NUS; and Ambassador-at-Large, Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Singapore Chairperson Dr Ronojoy Sen Senior Research Fellow and Research Lead (Politics, Society & Governance)
Institute of South Asian Studies, NUS Panellists Professor Walter Andersen Senior Adjunct Professor of South Asia Studies
School of Advanced International Studies Johns Hopkins University, United States Dr Sinderpal Singh Head, South Asia
Programme S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies Nanyang Technological University Dr Amitendu Palit Senior
Research Fellow; and Research Lead (Trade & Economics) Institute of South Asian Studies, NUS
Political Parties : Eclass Political Science concept series (9-10th grade)
Sundaram Eclass presents digital educational content for your studies. With our audio video educational content, you can take
the stress away from studies. You can learn online on our app EDZAM, or can even get a pendrive/memory card. Specially
made for k-10 students. Geography, Civics, Political science, History, Science, Math and other subject concepts explained in an
easy way. Download our app EDZAM from playstore to know more. (022-61163030, info@e-class.in, e-class.in)
| Class 10 | SST | Political Parties |

Dignifying development: Democratic deepening in an Indian State with Indrajit Roy
The Global Development Institute Lecture Series is pleased to present Dr Indrajit Roy, Department of Politics, the University of
York to discuss "Dignifying development: Democratic deepening in an Indian State." The lecture draws on Indrajit’s prior work
on poor people’s negotiations with democratic institutions and public policy as well as their ideas about citizenship and
membership in its political community. It also signals his future research plans of investigating the intersections of democracy
and development in the Rising Powers and other emerging markets. The lecture is a contribution to emerging perspectives on
factors that deepen democracy. Against arguments that emphasise the role of economic development, elite bargains and cultural
modernisation, Indrajit urges us to take seriously the role of the politics of dignity in democratic deepening. Drawing on the
case of the eastern Indian State of Bihar, he directs attention to the ways in which political mobilisation of ethnic identitiesunderpinned by narratives of dignity espoused by members of oppressed social groups- enable democratic deepening in an
economically and socially hostile climate. The causal analysis offered in this paper pluralises the class-centred account of social
forces originally developed by Barrington Moore Jr (1966). The Global Development Lecture Series brings experts involved in
global development to The University of Manchester. It aims to facilitate dialogue and discussion, providing a space for leading
development thinkers to share their latest research and ideas.
The Repercussions of COVID-19 on FTAs and International Investment in the Asia-Pacific
This video is of a webinar and book launch that was hosted by The Institute of Asian Studies at Universiti Brunei Darussalam
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(IAS @ UBD) on “New Frontiers in Asia-Pacific International Arbitration and Dispute Resolution: Webinar & Book Launch.”
For more information about this event, please click on the link below:
ias.ubd.edu.bn/webinar-book-launch-on-the-repercussions-of-covid-19-on-ftas-and-international-investment-in-the-asia-pacific/
National political parties in India- part-2
Subject: Course name: M.C.& J. Name of Presenter: Dr. Kirti Kumar Keyword: Swayam Prabha

Abolish Income Tax and levy 8% GST - Dr. Subramanian Swamy
foundation.moneylife.in/th_gallery/abolish-income-tax-levy-8-gst-after-bringing-black-money-from-abroad-says-dr-swamy-moneylife-digit
Dr Subramanian Swamy, senior leader of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) on Friday called for abolition of income tax and levy
only one tax, the goods and service tax (GST) at 8% after bringing black money stashed abroad .He was speaking at a book
release event organised by Moneylife Foundation and BSE in Mumbai. Dr Swamy said, "For black money, there are two
symptoms. One is flow and second is stock of black money. Prof Vaidyanathan's estimate of Indian black money stock is Rs65
lakh crore. Illicit wealth stashed in tax havens abroad by Indians should be declared as national wealth and directed to be
transferred to India under the United Nations’ Convention on Corruption." The International Convention Hall of BSE where the
programme took place was filled to the capacity. The attendees included many eminent lawyers, chartered accountants and
senior consultants as well. While elaborating on how the black money can be used, Dr Swamy said, corruption had affected the
economy, politics and national security. "Apart from bringing back the black money we need to prevent its creation. Abolishing
participatory notes (P-Notes), personal income tax (I-T) and registration charges for real estate is one of the ways to curb
creation of black money," he added. Dr Swamy says, "Even today, the tax rates, in my opinion, are unacceptably high. We have
a need to have a much higher savings and if you abolish income tax, there would less paperwork, which is there due to the
exemptions. If you abolish the income tax, then you begin the new process where fresh generation of black money is going to be
discouraged as a consequence." According to the former cabinet minister, some of the black money is sent abroad, while some
kept here in India and spent on buying and developing land, especially for building luxurious houses with Italian marble and
luxury items. About 75% of our investment is allocated for luxury industry. Another way to spend black money was through
P-Notes, where money deposited abroad via hawala route is brought back to as P-Notes and invested in the stock markets. This
got boost with the Mauritius treaty and much more money sent abroad through hawala came back to India after this. For more
information visit our website : foundation.moneylife.in/ Register : moneylife.in/register/ Follow us on Facebook :
facebook.com/moneylifedailyclinics/ Follow us on Twitter : twitter.com/MoneylifeF
FPA Currents - Greg Ip - How Resurgent Nationalism is Reshaping Economics and the World
Nationalist movements are resurgent, most notably in Britain’s vote to leave the European Union and the election of Donald
Trump in the U.S. but also in China, India and eastern Europe. Blending language, culture and ethnicity, the new nationalism
coincides with and reinforces the declining influence of elite opinion, whether academics, scientists or journalists. From his
perch in Washington, D.C., Greg Ip discusses the origins of these trends, how durable they are, whether Canada will join them,
and what it means for economists and journalists.
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